


















SUMMARY

I. Title

Establishment of Comprehensive Promotion Plan for Utilization,

Research and Development of Radiation and Radioi so topes

II. Objective and Importance of the Study

There are two major sectors in the utilization of nuclear energy.

One is the application of nuclear reactor technology, and the other is

the use of radiation and radio-isotopes(RI). In Korea, the self-reliance

of nuclear power plant technology has been achieved by allocating

many resources, such as manpower and funds, towards its

development since the 1980s. The application of radiation/RI

technology, therefore, has been relatively less developed than that of

nuclear power plant technology.

Nuclear advanced countries, such as France and Canada, have

actively developed the utilization of radiation/RI technologies, and are

applying these technologies to various areas, such as medical,

agricultural and industrial sectors. Their exports of RI-embedding

equipments and radiation generators have consequently increased over

the years.

The Korean Government, radiation/RI industry and related

research societies recognized their lower radiation/RI technological level

of achievement, and also realized the need to actively responding to

the recent changes surrounding their utilization and development. The
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Government, therefore, decided to establish a comprehensive plan to

actively promote the utilization, research and development of

technology applying radiation/RI.

Thus, in July 1994, the Atomic Energy Commission(AEC)

recommended the establishment of a comprehensive promotion plan for

radiation/RI utilization in the Long-term Nuclear Policy Direction

towards 2030 at its 234th meeting. In June 1997, the AEC also

underlined the establishment of the plan in the Comprehensive Nuclear

Energy Promotion Plan which was reviewed and decided at its 247th

meeting.

HI. Scope and Contents of the Study

Firstly, this study surveys state-of-art radiation/RI industries and

research organizations and their activities. The major objective of the

survey is to collect useful information on the status of these

industries, discuss issues concerning radiation/RI utilization. We,

therefore, send questionaries to field workers engaged in RI industries

and research organizations to feedback on real field issues and

problems.

Considering the specificity and diversity of the radiation/RI area,

six sectors are set up for its promotion. Each sector includes status

analysis, active promotion measures and implementation plans. Six

areas are as follows!

# systematic development of radiation/RI utilization technologies

- technology development for industrial applications
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- technology development for agricultural applications

- technology development for medical applications

- development of RI and radiation generators, and expansion
of infra-structure for enhancement of radiation/RI utilization

- fostering radiation science

# activation of radiation/RI industries

9 rationalization of radiation/RI regulation

# international cooperation

# manpower development

# finance

IV. Conclusion and Recommendations

The promotion measures and implementation plans of each sector

above have been established and are recommended as follows.

(1) This comprehensive promotion plan's aim is to balance

nuclear industry development and diversify uses of nuclear technology

through the advancement of production/utilization technology of

radiation/RI. The plan has also set a goal of contributing to the

improvement of public living quality.

(2) The basic objectives of radiation/RI technology development

for industrial applications are to improve industrial productivity and to

contribute to an activation of domestic industry and an improvement of

international competitiveness by putting these developed technologies

to practical use under the initiative of industry. To efficiently
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accomplish these objectives, major tasks, such as the development of

fabrication technology of high value-added functional material made in

high molecular compound by irradiation, the development of verification

technology of radiation- resistant organic material for nuclear power

plants, environment conservation technology by use of radiation,

should be implemented.

(3) The sector of radiation/RI technology development for

agricultural applications is aimed at securing and sanitating national

food resources responding to UR/WTO, developing high value-added

foodstuffs, improving agricultural productivity through intensive

utilization of agricultural and biological resources, and eventually

improving public health and living quality. Therefore, some major

programs, such as the establishment of an infrastructure for the

efficient utilization of food resources by use of radiation, the

sanitation of public health products, safety assessments of irradiated

food and over-irradiated food detection, should be carried out.

(4) The basic objective of radiation/RI technology development for

medical applications is to advance nuclear medicine. This includes

improving the nuclear medical system for nuclear accident

preparedness, developing technology of nuclear-medical examinations

for detecting and treating diseases at the early stages, assessing

symptoms of diseases, and eventually contributing to the improvement

of public health and living quality. A tentatively named "Nuclear

Medicine Research Center" should be established for these purposes.

Development of nuclear medical technologies and collaboration among

related organizations should be also implemented under the initiative of



the Center.

(5) Applications of the "HANARO" research reactor, cyclotrons

and radiation sources should be maximized for activation of

radiation/RI utilization in the short-term. Proton accelerators, heavy ion

accelerators and radioisotope production reactors could also be

constructed in the long-term. Finally, fundamental facilities should be

expanded for promoting R&Ds of radiation/RI utilization and advancing

the commercialization of R&D products.

(6) A fundamental radiation science, which has more significant

implications in national and scientific needs than in industrial needs,

should be fostered. Manpower development for the promotion of this

sector should be carried out first. Advancement of the radiation

protection technology should be carried out and some policy projects

implemented to support the efficient promotion of radiation/RI

utilization.

(7) A tentatively named "Radiation/RI Technology Research and

Development Center" should be established to effectively promote the

advancement and diversification of radiation/RI production and

utilization industry. The center should develop radiation/RI technologies

and carry out the commercialization of them. Political supports,

including investment, should be strengthened to expand the

infrastructure of radiation/RI utilization. A betterment of institutions

related to radiation/RI utilization should be made.

(8) Considering the specificity of each organization utilizing

radiation/RI, the government should foster an institutional condition for
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each organization to voluntarily strengthen the safety of its

radiation/RI uses, rather than the government strengthening one-way

safety regulations. The government and regulatory body should

directly(or indirectly) support the establishment and execution of a

rational safety policy which harmonizes the promotion of radiation/RI

utilization with safety regulation, and should also make an effort to

establish safety culture by stressing the importance of keeping

radiation safety procedures to radiation workers.

(9) Multilateral or bilateral international cooperations should be

reciprocally carried out to exchange information on advanced

technologies and to create a radiation/RI technology export basis.

(10) In order to develop and secure manpower for the radiation/RI

utilization area, the educational system nurturing specialists needed in

various Rl-using fields should be improved and their training

programs strengthened.

(11) It is a basic direction of financing for the promotion

radiation/RI utilization that private industry itself should finance the

construction or import and operation of commercial facilities, and that

the government should finance the R&D activities and expansion of

fundamental facilities required for national purposes. It is tentatively

assessed that the R&D activities of the radiation/RI area will need

W279 billion from now to the year 2006 in the long- and mid-term

plan on nuclear R&D. This study considers the necessity of additional

funds, which should be supported by the government, for the

promotion of the commercialization of radiation/RI technologies,

including the expansion of fundamental facilities.
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CIREA PRIME MINISTER
INTERMINISTRY COMMISSION
FOR ARTIFICIAL RADIOELEMENTS
CIREA - 2nd SECTION

SEALED SOURCES FOR
NON GAMMAMETRY PURPOSE

HOW TO CREATE YOUR FILE

According to the french regulation, french
language is compulsory for writings,
inscriptions and transactions concerning goods
and services

COMMISSION INTERMINISTERIELLE DES RADIOELEMENTS ARTIFICIELS
CIREA-2eme SECTION

B.P. 90 - 60-68 Avenue du general Leclerc
92263 FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES Cedex

Phone: 16(1)46.54.95.31
Fax: 16(1)46.54.95.36
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Dear Sir,

For your job, you are going to use artificial radioelements sealed sources. According to public
health regulation, you have to request for the license to hold and use Artificial RadioElements
(ARE).

A note has been issued by the Permanent Secretaty's Office of the CIREA in charge of your
request, to help you to complete your file ; it indicates the documents to be supplied and reminds
you the main rules.

You will find hereafter the forms describing the procedure you will have to follow according to the
progress of your activity.

Al - New license
A2 - Renewal of your license
A3 - Change of owner
A4 - Change of the company's style
A5 - Change of adress or location
A6 - Increasing of the activity
A7 - Different use
A8 - Decreasing of the activity
A9 - Cancelling of the license

Read these indications : they will make easier contacts with CIREA, simplify the procedures and
so reduce the instruction schedule.

Some complementary information could be necessary when studying your file.

You will have to respect some special conditions that will be attached to the license. You will also
find their main features that will allow you to present a documented file.

This license will be time limited : you will have to ask for its renewal as early as possible if you
don't want to go against the actual regulation, continuing to use ARE after the time limit.

People from the Permanent Secretary's Office can of course give you good advice and help you
through your request.

Will you please, Dear Sir, receive my best regards.

The Permanent Secretary
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Al - NEW LICENSE

You have to supply two sets of the following documents with your request:

1 - The original form for the license request

2 - The owner's C.V.

3 - The description and the justification for the foreseen use of the sources (see appendix)

4 - The list and the characteristics of the sources you want to get (ARE type, activity and special

shape or not)

5 - The list and the characteristics (type, brand, reference, supplier's name) of the equipments that

will contain theses sources

6 - A certificate showing that the safety instructions (by the supplier) for the equipments and the

sources related to the request are held by the owner

7 - A copy of the training certificate for «Competent Person for Radioprotection »

8 - Safety instructions for the use of the sources (see appendix)

9 - The means against stealing (alarms, guards, ...) and fire (type and location of fire protection

systems shown on drawings) in your company

10 - Drawings

* Overall drawing of the site showing the location of the sources and indicating the purpose

of the neighbouring buildings and areas

* A drawing and description of the rooms where are located the sources.

* A drawing and description of the storage rooms for the equipments, if necessary

11 - A copy of the receipt of the declaration of your installation or of the legal authorization

delivered by the Prefecture if your installation is submitted to the law for CIEP (Classified

Installation for Environment Protection) (law 76-663 dated 19 July 1976).
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12 - The written opinion of the man in charge with health and safety in your company (for instance

CNRS, INRA, SPRA, INSERM, Thomson, Universities,...)

Special cases : working sites outside the plant

13 - Nature and type of the monitoring means (radiameters,...)

14 - The procedure for outside working site with :

* location of the working sites, their purpose and their time length

* warning indications for the controlled area

* storage conditions if it lasts more than one day

* transport conditions adapted to your case according to the regulation

When you will have the license, before first start-up of the sources and equipments, a checking

report will be issued by an authorized firm (article 29 of the law 86-1103 dated 2 October 1986)

and it will be transmitted to the Permanent Secretary's Office of the CIREA.
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A2 - RENEWAL OF YOUR LICENSE

(Without any change of the file)

You have to supply the following documents with your request:

1 - The original form for the license request

2 - The safety instructions related to the use of the sources (see appendix) (*)

3 - The list of the sealed sources including :

* kind of radioelement

* nominal activity and identification number of the source

* number of the form for delivery, number and date of CIREA's visa (or, if not possible, a

copy of the form for delivery signed by CIREA)

4 - The copy of the newest checking report of your sources and installations, issued by an

authorized firm

5 - A copy of the receipt of the declaration of your installation or of the legal authorization

delivered by the Prefecture if your plant is submitted to the law for CIEP (Classified Installation

for Environment Protection) (law 76-663 dated 19 July 1976) (*)

6 - The written opinion of the man in charge with health and safety in your company (for instance

CNRS, INRA, SPRA, INSERM, Thomson, Universities,...)

(*) These documents must be supplied if not already done
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A3 - CHANGE OF OWNER

You have to supply two sets of the following documents with your request:

1 - The original form for the license request

2 - The owner's C.V.

3 - The list of the sealed sources including :

* kind of radioelement

* nominal activity and identification number of the source

* number of the form for delivery, number and date of CIREA's visa (or, if not possible, a

copy of the form for delivery signed by CIREA)

A4 - CHANGE OF THE COMPANY'S STYLE

You have to supply two sets of the following document with your request:

1 - The original form for the license request
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A5 - CHANGE OF ADRESS OR LOCATION

You have to supply two sets of the following documents with your request

a) Change of adress without change of town and without change of location :

The original form for the license request with the new complete adress

b) Change of adress without change of town and with new location

(seeAl)

c) change of adress with change of town

(seeAl)

d) Change of sources locations in the plant

1 - The original form for the license request

2 - The safety instructions for the new location of the sources (see appendix)

3 - The means against stealing (alarm, guards,...) and fire (type and location of fire protection

systems shown on drawings)

4 - Drawings :

* Overall drawing of the site showing the location of the sources and indicating the purpose

of the neighbouring building and areas

* A drawing and description of the rooms where the sources are used

* A drawing and description of the storage rooms for the equipments, if necessary

When you will have the licence, before first start-up of the sources and equipments, a checking

report will be issued by an authorized firm (article 29 of the law 86-1103 dated 2 October 1986)

and it will be transmitted to the Permanent Secretary's Office of the CIREA.
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A6 - INCREASING OF THE ACTIVITY

You have to supply two sets of the following documents with your request:

1 - The original form for the license request (indicate the total new activity you ask for)
2 - The description and the justification for the increasing of activity you ask for (see appendix)
3 - The list and the characteristics of the sources you want to get (ARE type, activity and special
shape or not)
4 - The list and the characteristics (type, brand, reference,supplier's name) of the equipments that
will contain these sources
5 - Safety instructions for the use of the sources (see appendix)
6 - A certificate showing that the safety instructions (by the supplier) for the equipments and
sources related to the request are held by the owner
7 - The list of the sealed sources including :

* kind of radioelement
* nominal activity and identification number of the source
* number of the form for delivery, number and date of CIREA's visa (or, if not possible, a

copy of the form for delivery signed by CIREA)
8 - A copy of the receipt of the declaration of your installation or of the legal authorization
delivered by the Prefecture if your installation is submitted to the law for CIEP (Classified
Installation for Environment Protection) (law 76-663 dated 19 July 1976).
9 - The means against stealing (alarms, guards, ...) and fire (type and location of fire protection
systems shown on drawings) in your company
10-Drawings

•Overall drawing of the site showing the location of the sources and indicating the purpose
of the neighbouring buildings and areas

* A drawing and description of the rooms where the sources are located.
* A drawing and description of the storage rooms for the equipments, if necessary

11 - The written opinion of the man in charge with health and safety in your company (for instance
CNRS, INRA, SPRA, INSERM, Thomson, Universities,...)

When you will have the license, before first start-up of the sources and equipments, a checking
report will be issued by an authorized firm (article 29 of the law 86-1103 dated 2 October 1986)
and it will be transmitted to the Permanent Secretary's Office of the CIREA.
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A7 -USE OF UNSEALED SOURCES

OR USE OF SEALED SOURCES FOR GAMMAMETRY PURPOSE

See notes for unsealed sources or for sealed sources for gammametry (new license).

A8 - DECREASING OF THE ACTIVITY

You have to supply two sets of the following documents with your request:

1 - The original form for license request

2 - The justification of your request to decrease the activity of sealed sources

3 - The list of the sealed sources including :

* kind of radioelement

* nominal activity and identification number of the source

* number of the form for delivery, number and date of CIREA's visa (or, if not possible, a

copy of the form for delivery signed by CIREA)

4 - The certificates delivered by the supplier or by an authorized firm when it has taken back the

sources, justifying the decreasing of the activity.

A9 - CANCELLING OF THE LICENSE

You will supply the following documents with your request:

1 - A letter signed by the owner asking for the cancelling of the license

2 - The certificates showing that the supplier or any authorized firm has taken back all the souces
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APPENDIX

DESCRIPTION AND JUSTIFICATION FOR THE USE OF SEALED SOURCES

1 - Describe the economical activities of the firm

2 - Describe the kind of goods or services supplied by the firm

3 - Justify your request, explaining why you have to use radioactive sources

4 - Check that it doesn't exist some other process that requires lower radioactive sources

5 - Check that the equipments you have chosen are authorized and that the supplier is agreed by

the CIREA
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APPENDIX

CLASSIFICATION OF RADIOELEMENTS ACCORDING TO ACTUAL REGULATION

1 - Main radioelements classified in alphabetic order according to their relative radiotoxicity

(decree n° 86-1103 dated 2 October 1986):

1 st group : Very strong radioactivity

2nd group : Strong radioactivity

3rd group : medium radioactivity

4th group : low radioactivity

Classified Installations for Environment Protection (CIEP)

CONVERSION TABLE

The legal unit to measure the activity

is no more the Curie (Ci) but the

Becquerel (Bq)

Nota:
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APPENDCC

CLASSIFICATION OF RADIOELEMENTS ACCORDING TO ACTUAL REGULATION (continued)

* For Classified Installations for Environment Protection (CIEP - law 76-663 dated 19 July 1976 - nomenclature 38S quater - Sealed sources)
* For nuclear installation (INB - ordinance 63-1228 dated 11 december 1963, decree dated 25 January 1967 - article 3)

ACTIVITY
RADIO-
TOXICITY

1st GROUP
2nd GROUP
3rd GROUP
4th GROUP

KIND OF OUTOFCIREA OUTOFCIEP SUBJET TO DECLARATION SUBJET TO AUTHORIZATION SUBJET TO
REGULATION AND CIEP REGULATION AS CIEP TO THE AS CIEP FROM THE THEINB

REGULATION PREFECTURE PREFECTURE REGULATION

(1) limits out of preparation, import and export

TABLE FOR SPECIAL SHAPED SOURCES (decree dated 1977)

Special shaped sealed sources : a specimen must have succeeded some mechanical strength tests and so it has been declared as «special shaped radioactive
material)) by the Ministry of Environment.

The plants that use or hold special shaped sealed sources have to be declared if their activity is :
- between 370 Mbq and 0.3 Tbq for ARE of 1st group
- between 3.7 Gbq and 3.7 Tbq for ARE of 2nd and 3rd groups
- between 37 Gbq and 37 Tbq for ARE of 4th group



APPENDIX

APPLICANT, OWNER AND COMPETENT PERSON

APPLICANT AND OWNER

You are the head manager or his representative

You request the CIREA for a license to hold and use artificial radioelements

You will write a REQUEST FOR LICENSE TO HOLD AND USE ARTFICIAL

RADIOELEMENTS (see this document)

You sign as the applicant. You must describe your professionnal experience (school, diploms,

responsability in the firm)

Your work in the firm has to comply with this responsability ; your work location allows you to

assume such a responsability

If your request succeed, you will become the license OWNER and you will have the responsability

of its administration

You will be able to delegate , to identified people, the responsability to request for «supply of

artificial radioelement» (see this document).

A «Competent Person for Radioprotecn'on» will have to help you

COMPETENT PERSON FOR RADIOPROTECTION (CPR)

The use of radioactive sources must always be witnessed by a competent person : this person is

designated by the employer, and must have succeeded in a course for radioprotection from an

authorized firm (decree dated 25 november 1987) ; you can get the list of these authorized firms

from the Permanent Secretary's Office of the CIREA.

A copy of the course certificate and of the certificate to be a CPR will be added to your request.

Under the responsability of the employer, the CPR will have to :

• Analyse the workstations required for the work related to the license, and check that they have

been designed such as the individual and global occupational exposures are as low as reasonable

achievable, under the legal limits (decree n° 86-1103 dated 2 October 1986).

* Check that the means against ionizing radiations are respected, in the plant as well as for outside

works.

* List the occurences for an action plan, create it and be able to start it if necessary.

• Participate to the exposed workers safety teaching.
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APPENDIX

SAFETY RULES

The actual regulation (especially the paragraph 20 of the decree 86-1103 dated 2nd October 1986)

constrains the employer to let his employees know the informations related to their safety.

These informations will be based on safety rules given by the supplier. They concern the sources

installation of the equipment containing sources. The application of these safety rules must lead to

a safety level equivalent to the level to be reached according to the actual regulation.

They will necessary include :

* the type and the nominal activity of the used radioelement

* the existence and the characteristics, if concerned, of a controlled area and of a monitored area

* the rules written by the competent person, to use the sources

* the specific internal rules about health and safety in a controlled area

* the name and the phone number of the competent person for radioprotection

* the name, adress and phone number of the doctor for the workers.

They will be written on posters that will be sticked everywhere it will be considered as necessary
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APPENDIX

DOCUMENTS PREVIOUS TO ANY SOURCES TRANSFER

The decree 86-80 dated 13 January 1986 constrains any people or company whose activity is to

hold for use artificial radioelements and to handle and to transfer sources or equipments

containing sources, to have previously obtained the CIREA's agreement for such activity.

This obligation is extended to importation and exportation of these artificial radioelements (ARE)

When you will have got this agreement, and previously to any provisionning of your source, you

will have to send us a form for «Artificial Radioelements supply» (see hereby copy) that you will

have to fill up with your supplier and that will be signed by an authorized person. You must pay

attention to the paragraph «Obligation to take the source back» : without this declaration by your

supplier, your request will be cancelled (except for calibrating sources).

A copy of the form, signed by CIREA, will be sent back to you, to inform your supplier that he is

allowed to transfer the source.

These forms will be sent to you with your agreement by the Permanent Secretary's Office.

Previously to the sources renewal (necessity to give back the sources to the supplier at the end of

their use or at the latest within 10 years after first CIREA's visa), you can get new forms, sending

the printed request attached to this file to the Secretary's Office of CIREA.

You can have to transfer to another user, to import or export, either in the European Community,

either with any other country, the sealed sources you own : in that case, you will have to follow a

special procedure and you will have to fill up a special form : you will get the related information

writing to the Secretary's Office of CIREA.
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APPENDIX (continued)

COMMISSION INTERMINISTERIELLE
DES RADIOELEMENTS ARTIFICIELS
BP 90 - 60-68 avenue du general Leclerc
92263 FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES Cedex N°268505

SUPPLY OF ARTIFICIAL RADIOELEMENTS SEALED SOURCES

SOURCE
Radioelement Activity for each source date
Number of sources Whole activity
Reference Manufacturer
Special shape Yes No Sources number delivery date

SUPPLIER
IN CASE OF A TRANSFER, INDICATE
Supplier
Date and number of the first visa

USE
Description Liable person
Location Using code

EQUIPMENT
Brand Type Number Container
Who starts the equipment? CIREA's agreement number
New equipment? Yes No If yes, is it a renewal? Yes No If yes, brand
Type, number, date of purchase of the old equipment

OLD SOURCE
Radioelement Number Activity (write unit) date N°
Supply request n° Visa n° date of the visa
Sources taken back by

OBLIGATION TO TAKE THE SOURCE BACK
Supplier's style Date Name and visa
Date, name and visa

Good for obligation to take back the sources
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APPENDIX

INTERMINISTERIAL COMMISSION
FOR ARTIFICIAL RADIOELEMENTS
PERMANENT SECRETARY'S OFFICE

SPECIAL LICENSING CONDITIONS FOR SEALED RADIOACTIVE SOURCES
DECIDED BY THE CIREA DURING THE 23 OCTOBER 1989 MEETING

RECOVERY AND FUTURE BEING FOR OUT OF DATE SOURCES
OR NO MORE USED SOURCES

I - Special licensing conditions for holding and using sources

II - Special licensing conditions for sources delivering

III - Special licensing conditions for sources preparation

IV - Date of effect

I - SPECIAL LICENSING FOR HOLDING AND USING SOURCES

According to the actual regulation, every user has to destroy the out-of-date sources according to

public health and environment protection. He has to endorse the associated cost.

The following conditions are consequently applicable to any sealed source user, where-ever the

source comes from;

1 - Necessity to give back the source to the supplier at the end of its use or at the latest within 10

years after first CIREA's visa of the form for supply, except if there is a duly documented

extension of the license.

2 - Necessity, when a form for supply is sent to the Permanent Sectretary's office of the CIREA, to

send also an Obligation to take the source back from the supplier. Any holding of sources by the
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user beyond its time limit is, according to article R.5237 of the code for Public Health, an

excessive use and can lead to the withdrawal of the license, without prejudice to penalties

according to article L.639 of the Code for Public Health.

3 - The user's liability is totally cancelled, according to the present conditions, only after the

Permanent Secretary's Office of the CIREA has received the certificate of retaking delivered by

the supplier.

In case of failure of the supplier, the user must warn the Permanent Secretary's Office of the

CIREA as soon as possible, and it will be given instructions for the source retaking.

All the other existing regulations are still applicable in that case.

II - SPECIAL LICENSING CONDITIONS FOR SOURCES DELIVERING

The following conditions are applicable to any sealed sources supplier, where-ever it comes from :

France or a foreign country.

For any sealed sources, the supplier has to :

1 - Take back, without any condition, and following any request of the user, any source the user

doesn't need any more or being out of date. A source is out of date at the latest 10 years after the

date of visa given by the permanent secretary's Office of the CIREA on the related form for

supply, except if there is a duly documented extension of the license.

The words «without any condition)) mean that the supplier has to take the source back following

the user's request, without any possibility to claim for a possible non-payment from the user at this

moment.
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The best is that the financial conditions of the retaking, including temporary possible storage and

definitive storage, are considered between the supplier and the purchaser at the time when the

selling of the source is contracted.

2 - Get an agreement with the National Agency for Radioactive Wastes Administration

(ANDRA):

a) Describing the real conditions of the supplier's obligations, according to the present chapter.

b) Justifying a bank guarantee for ANDRA, to allow it to recover the expenses in case of failure of

the supplier.

This bank guarantee is established according to ANDRA recovery costs, and the evaluation of the

sources owned by the users.

The bank guarantee is directly negociated by the supplier with any bank which is authorized in

France.

3 - Give the user:

a) previously to the source delivery, an obligation to take it back.

b) When it takes the source back, a certificate of retaking.

4 - Send back any recovered source to its manufacturer, except if it can justify the industrial

capacity to fill the manufacturer's obligations.

5 - Update as often as required a list of the stored sources, delivered, taken back from the user, sent

back to the manufacturer (source number and according to, date of retaking, date of sending to the

manufacturer, name and adress of the user, location of the storage area for sources to be delivered

or recovered).
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This list must be accessible to Official Controllers (article R.5238 of the Code for Public Health).

III - SPECIAL LICENSING CONDITIONS FOR SOURCES PREPARATION IN FRANCE

For all the sealed sources it has recovered, the manufacturer has to make the following operations,

according to the actual regulation :

1 - Temporary storage waiting for definitive storage of the sources;

2 - Possible reconditionning before storage or before shipment to a definitive storage.

3 - Shipment and definitive storage, at its own expenses, to an appropriate area, according to an

agreement with the National Agency for Radioactive Wastes Administration (ANDRA).

IV - THESE SPECIAL LICENSING CONDITIONS COME INTO EFFECT ON THE 1st OF

MARCH 1990.
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CIREA

Secretariat Permanent de la CIREA

BP90

60-69 Avenue du General Leclerc

92263 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex

FAX : 46 54 95 36

ORDER

TO ASK FOR SOME OTHER FORMS IN DUE TIME

Please, will you send me, to the adress mentioned on my license, forms for supply of the above
mentioned artificial radioelements:

Number
* Sealed sources
* Unsealed sources

(1) License n° :

(Place for the label) At Date

(Signature of the license owner)
(or his representative)

(1) License number to be given with any mail
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PRIME MINISTER License number T990422

INTERMINISTRY COMMISSION

FOR ARTIFICIAL RADIOELEMENTS

CIREA - 2nd SECTION

FORM FOR LICENSE REQUEST TO HOLD

AND USE ARTIFICIAL RADIOELEMENTS

excluding human irradiation

I - REASON OF THE REQUEST

New license Increasing of the activity

Renewal Other use

Change of owner Decreasing of the activity

Change of company's style

Change of adress or location

II - APPLICANT (The applicant will be the license owner)

I, undersigned, Mr —(Family name, First name, Occupation) DUPONT Pierre - Department

manager

Company's style (explain) A.M.S. (Analysis and Monitoring Section)

Adress of the plant (where the ARE are used) : N° 6 Street General Delatte

Mail code : 99260 Town : Pomme-la-Normande

Phone
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Juridical statute : S.A.

Economical Field : Food

Number of employees : 120 Number of «A» classified employees : 0

request for a license to hold and use artificial radioelements (ARE) according to the hereafter

conditions and according to the conditions of the file attached to the present request.

III - PLACE OF USE OF THE RADIOELEMENTS

a) Inside the plant

b) Outside the plant

IV - MAXIMUM ACTIVITIES TO BE HOLD

RADIOTOXICITY ARE SEALED SOURCES

(a) and (b)

UNSEALED SOURCES

implemented total held quantity (a) (b)

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

137Cs ll.Kf

(a) To be given in Becquerel (Bq)

(b) Consider also the activities stored, waiting to be used or for retaking
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V - REPRESENTATIVES

I authorize the following persons to sign in my name and under my liability the forms entitled

«form for supply of artificial radioelements» :

Mr — (Family name, First name) MARTIN Joseph

VI - COMPETENT PERSON FOR RADIOPROTECTION

Mr --(Family name, First name), the Competent Person for Radioprotection (CPR) must have

succeeded in an adapted course, with an authorized organisation CLAUDIUS Jean-Claude

Office adress : 6 rue du General Delatte

I certify that the above declarations and the different parts of the request file are right.

I declare, furthermore, that I have read the Code for Public Health (art L631 to L640 and R5230 to

R5238), the regulation concerning the use of ARE, and the texts concerning the workers safety

regarding ionizing radiations.

I bind myself to

1) Respect the special conditions for holding and using that will be notified to me, and also fill the

different necessary forms to get or supply radioelements, in France, with countries of the European

Community or with others countries

2) To give or lend whole or part of the product, free or subjet to payment, only after getting the

necessary autorization from the Interministry Commission for Artificial RadioElements (CIREA),

according to article R5235 of the Code for Public Health;
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3) In case of loose or steal of an artificial radioelement or in case of an accident (unexpected event

that can lead to an irradiation or a contamination delivering a dose equivalent higher than the

maximum permissible dose equivalent), to warn the District Prefect where the accident happened,

and also the OPRI (Organisation for Prevention against Ionizing Radiations) :

BP35-7811OLEVEZINET Phone : (1)30 15 52 00 or (1)30 15 52 10 Telex 696257 F

Fax: (1)39 76 08 96

4) To notify immediatly to the Secretary of the Commission any change of the present request and

also any change of the associated file.

At Pomme-la-Normande , date 01/12/94

The plant head manager The applicant

SYL VESTRE Noel DUPONT Pierre

(Family name, First name, signature) (Family name, First name, signature)

The present request and the file are to be send in two copies to :

Mr Permanent Secretary

CIREA

60-68 AV DE GENERAL LECLERC

92263 FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES CEDEX

PHONE : 16 (1) 46 54 95 31 FAX : 16 (1) 46 54 95 36
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APPENDIX (*)

DETAILS ABOUT THE PARAGRAPH

«MAXIMUM FORSEEN ACTIVITY TO BE HELD»

OF THE LICENSE REQUEST

To give a license to hold and use sealed sources artificial radioelements, the CIREA requests two

informations about «the maximum foreseen activity to be held».

I - THE FIRST ONE IS THE «WHOLE HELD ACTIVITY))

This the activity, classified in radioactivity groups, that a user (e.g. a laboratory) can hold (article

R5235.3 - ordinance 86-80 dated 13 jnuary 1986).

This figure is written on a notification sheet and on the forms for supply of artificial radioelements,

that are transmitted to the suppliers.

They have to respect it for the delivery of each radioelement.

The activity of the stored sources in the premises must be included in the «whole heldactivity »

and declared to the Classified Installations for Environment Protection (CIEP) purpose.

II - THE SECOND IS THE «IMPLEMENTATION»

This is an estimation of the activity used, at one time, by a tester of this laboratory.

This figure changes according to the updating of the procedures and according to the program of

tests, it doesn't foresee the quantity of tests made every day by all the testers.

However, it allows the Permanent Secretary's Office of the CIREA to check and/or to advise, if

necessary, the radioprotection conditions.
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CIREA PRIME MINISTER
INTERMINISTRY COMMISSION
FOR ARTIFICIAL RADIOELEMENTS
CIREA - 2nd SECTION

UNSEALED SOURCES

HOW TO CREATE YOUR FILE

According to the french regulation, french
language is compulsory for writings,
inscriptions and transactions concerning goods
and services

COMMISSION INTERMINISTERIELLE DES RADIOELEMENTS ARTIFICIELS
CIREA - 2eme SECTION

B.P. 90 - 60-68 Avenue du gdneral Leclerc
92263 FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES Cedex

Phone: 16(1)46.54.95.31
Fax : 16(1)46.54.95.36
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Dear Sir,

For your job, you are going to use artificial radioelements unsealed sources. According to public
health regulation, you have to request for the license to hold and use Artificial RadioElements
(ARE).

A note has been issued by the Permanent Secretaty's Office of the CIREA in charge of your
request, to help you to complete your file ; it indicates the documents to be supplied and reminds
you the main rules.

You will find hereafter the forms describing the procedure you will have to follow according to the
progress of your activity.

Bl -New license
B2 - Renewal of your license
B3 - Change of owner
B4 - Change of the company's style
B5 - Change of adress or location
B6 - Increasing of the activity
B7 - Different use
B8 - Decreasing of the activity
B9 - Cancelling of the license

Read these indications : they will make easier contacts with CIREA, simplify the procedures and
so reduce the instruction schedule.

Some complementary information could be necessary when studying your file.

You will have to respect some special conditions that will be attached to the license. You will also
find their main features that will allow you to present a documented file.

This license will be time limited : you will have to ask for its renewal as early as possible if you
don't want to go against the actual regulation, continuing to use ARE after the time limit.

People from the Permanent Secretary's Office can of course give you good advice and help you
through your request.

Will you please, Dear Sir, receive my best regards.

The Permanent Secretary
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Bl - NEW LICENSE

You have to supply two sets of the following documents with your request:

I - The original form for the license request

2-Theowner's C.V.

3 - The description and the justification for the foreseen use of the sources (see appendix)

4 - A copy of the course certificate and of the certificate to be a « CompetentPerson for

Radioprotection», with «favourable distinction)), in the industrial field, B option (see appendix).

5 - A first check of the rooms for use and of the future storages, issued by an authorized firm or by

the Competent Person for Radioprotection (CPR) (law 86-1103 dated 2 October 1986 - article 3)

6 - Safety instructions for the use of the sources (see appendix)

7 - Nature and type of the monitoring means (radiameters,...)

8 - The description of the special installations to handle radioelements (glove boxes, hoods,...)

9 - The means against stealing (alarms, guards, ...) and fire (type and location of fire protection

systems shown on drawings) in your company

10- Drawings

""Overall drawing of the site showing the location of the laboratories where the sources

stay, and indicating the purpose of the neighbouring buildings and areas

* A drawing and description of the rooms where the sources are located

* A drawing and description of the waste storage

I1 - A copy of the receipt of the declaration of your installation or of the legal authorization

delivered by the Prefecture if your installation is submitted to the law for CIEP (Classified

Installation for Environment Protection) (law 76-663 dated 19 July 1976).

12 - The written opinion of the man in charge with health and safety in your company (for instance

CNRS, INRA, SPRA, INSERM, Thomson, Universities,...)
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B2 - RENEWAL OF YOUR LICENSE

(without any change of the elements of the file)

You have to supply the following documents with your request:

1 - The original form for the license request

2 - The safety instructions related to the use of the sources (see appendix) (*)

3 - The test procedures that indicate : the kind and the quantity of radioelements, the frequency of

the tests, the quantity of waste, and the waste management procedure (*)

4 - A summary table for the use of each radioelement and for each laboratory

5 - A copy of the receipt of the declaration of your installation or of the legal authorization

delivered by the Prefecture if your installation is submitted to the law for CIEP (Classified

Installation for Environment Protection) (law 76-663 dated 19 July 1976) (*)

6 - Nature and type of the monitoring means (radiameters,...) (*)

7 - The description of the special installations to handle radioelements (glove boxes, hoods,...) (•)

8 - The written opinion of the man in charge with health and safety in your company (for instance

CNRS, INRA, SPRA, INSERM, Thomson, Universities,...)

(*) These documents must be supplied if not already done
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B3 - CHANGE OF OWNER

You have to supply two sets of the following documents with your request:

1 - The original form for the license request

2 - The owner's C.V.

3 - A summary table of the activities location for each radioelement and for each laboratory

B4 - CHANGE OF THE COMPANY'S STYLE

You have to supply two sets of the following document with your request:

1 - The original form for the license request
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B5 - CHANGE OF ADRESS OR LOCATION

You have to supply two sets of the following documents with your request

a) Change of adress without change of town and without change of location

The original form for the license request with the new complete adress

b) Change of adress without change of town and with new location

(seeBl)

c) Change of adress with change of town

(seeBl)

d) Change of sources locations in the plant

1 - The original form for the license request

2 - The safety instructions for the new location of the sources (see appendix)

3 - A first check of the rooms for use and of the future storages, issued by an authorized firm or by

the Competent Person for Radioprotection (CPR) (law 86-1103 dated 2 October 1986 - article 3)

4 - The means against stealing (alarm, guards,...) and fire (type and location of fire protection

systems shown on drawings)

5 - Drawings:

* Overall drawing of the site showing the location of the laboratories where the

radioelements stay, and indicating the purpose of the neighbouring building and areas

* A drawing and description of the rooms where the sources are used

* A drawing and description of the waste storage

6 - The non-contamination certificate, written by the Competent Person for Radioprotection, for

the laboratories that are no more used
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B6 - INCREASING OF THE ACTIVITY

You have to supply two sets of the following documents with your request:

1 - The original form for the license request (indicate the total new activity you ask for)

2 - The description and the justification for the increasing of activity you ask for (see appendix)

3 - A summary table of the activities location for each radioelement and for each laboratory

4 - Safety instructions for the use of the sources (see appendix)

5 - A first check (for the increasing of the activity you ask for) of the rooms for use and of the

future storages, issued by an authorized firm or by the Competent Person for Radioprotection

(CPR) (law 86-1103 dated 2 October 1986 - article 3)

6 - A copy of the receipt of the declaration of your installation or of the legal authorization

delivered by the Prefecture if your installation is submitted to the law for CIEP (Classified

Installation for Environment Protection) (law 76-663 dated 19 July 1976).

7 - The means against stealing (alarms, guards, ...) and fire (type and location of fire protection

systems shown on drawings) in your company (*)

8 - Drawings (*)

*Overall drawing of the site showing the location of the laboratories where the

radiolements stay, and indicating the purpose of the neighboring buildings and areas

* A drawing and description of the rooms where the sources are located

* A drawing and description of the storage rooms for the equipments, if necessary

9 - The written opinion of the man in charge with health and safety in your company (for instance

CNRS, INRA, SPRA, INSERM, Thomson, Universities,...)

(*) These documents must be supplied if not already done
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B7 -USE OF SEALED SOURCES

See notes for sealed sources or for sealed sources for gammametry (new license)

B8 - DECREASING OF THE ACTIVITY

You have to supply two sets of the following documents with your request:

1 - The original form for license request

2 - The justification of your request to decrease the activity of radioelements

3 - The non-contamination certificate .written by the Competent Person for Radioprotection, for

the laboratories that are no more used.

B9 - CANCELLING OF THE LICENSE

You will supply the following documents with your request:

1 - A letter signed by the owner asking for the canceling of the license

2 - The non-contamination certificate, written by the Competent Person in Radioprotection, for all

the laboratories of your plant
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APPENDIX

DESCRIPTION AND JUSTIFICATION FOR THE USE OF UNSEALED SOURCES

1 - Describe the economical activities of the firm

2 - Describe the kind of goods or services supplied by the firm

3 - Justify your request, explaining why you have to use radioactive sources

4 - Check that it doesn't exist some other process that requires lower radioactive sources

3 - Write the test procedures that indicates : the kind and the quantity of radioelement, the

frequency of the tests, the quantity of waste, and the waste management procedure

6 - Write a summary table of the use for each radioelement and for each laboratory
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APPENDIX

CLASSIFICATION OF RADIOELEMENTS ACCORDING TO ACTUAL REGULATION

1 - Main radioelements classified in alphabetic order according to their relative radiotoxicity

(decree n° 86-1103 dated 2 October 1986):

1st group : Very strong radioactivity

2nd group : Strong radioactivity

3rd group : medium radioactivity

4th group : low radioactivity

Classified Installations for Environment Protection (CIEP)

CONVERSION TABLE

The legal unit to measure the activity

is no more the Curie (Ci) but the

Becquerel (Bq)

Nota:
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APPENDIX

i.
en
CO

CLASSIFICATION OF RADIOELEMENTS ACCORDING TO ACTUAL REGULATION (continued)

* For Classified Installations for Environment Protection (CIEP - law 76-663 dated 19 July 1976 - nomenclature 38S quater - Sealed sources)
* For nuclear installation (INB - ordinance 63-1228 dated 11 december 1963 , decree dated 25 January 1967 - article 3)

ACTIVITY
RADIO-
TOXICITY

1st GROUP
2nd GROUP
3rd GROUP
4th GROUP

KIND OF OUTOFCIREA OUT OF CIEP
REGULATION AND CIEP REGULATION

REGULATION

SUBJET TO DECLARATION
AS CIEP TO THE
PREFECTURE

SUBJET TO AUTHORIZATION SUBJET TO
AS CIEP FROM THE THE INB
PREFECTURE REGULATION

(1) limits out of preparation, import and export

TABLE FOR SPECIAL SHAPED SOURCES (decree dated 1977)

Special shaped sealed sources : a specimen must have succeeded some mechanical strength tests and so it has been declared as wspccial shaped radioactive
material» by the Ministry of Environment.

The plants that use or hold special shaped sealed sources have to be declared if their activity is :
- between 370 Mbq and 0.3 Tbq for ARE of 1 st group
• between 3.7 Gbq and 3.7 Tbq for ARE of 2nd and 3rd groups
- between 37 Gbq and 37 Tbq for ARE of 4th group



APPENDIX

APPLICANT, OWNER AND COMPETENT PERSON

APPLICANT AND OWNER

You are the head manager or his representative

You request the CIREA for a license to hold and use artificial radioelements

You will write a REQUEST FOR LICENSE TO HOLD AND USE ARTFICIAL

RADIOELEMENTS (see this document)

You sign as the applicant. You must describe your professionnal experience (school, diploms,

responsability in the firm)

Your work in the firm has to comply with this responsability ; your work location allows you to

assume such a responsability

If your request succeed, you will become the license OWNER and you will have the responsability

of its administration

You will be able to delegate , to identified people, the responsability to request for «supply of

artificial radioelement» (see this document).

A «Competent Person for Radioprotection» will have to help you

COMPETENT PERSON FOR RADIOPROTECTION fCPR)

The use of radioactive sources must always be witnessed by a competent person : this person is

designated by the employer, and must have succeeded in a course for radioprotection from an

authorized firm (decree dated 25 november 1987) ; you can get the list of these authorized firms

from the Permanent Secretary's Office of the CIREA.

A copy of the course certificate and of the certificate to be a CPR will be added to your request.

Under the responsability of the employer, the CPR will have to :

* Analyse the workstations required for the work related to the license, and check that they have

been designed such as the individual and global occupational exposures are as low as reasonable

achievable, under the legal limits (decree n° 86-1103 dated 2 October 1986).

* Check that the means against ionizing radiations are respected, in the plant as well as for outside

works.

* List the occurences for an action plan, create it and be able to start it if necessary.

* Participate to the exposed workers safety teaching.
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APPENDIX

SAFETY RULES

The actual regulation (especially the paragraph 20 of the decree 86-1103 dated 2nd October 1986)

constrains the employer to let his employees know the informations related to their safety.

These informations will be based on safety rules given by the supplier. They concern the sources

installation of the equipment containing sources. The application of these safety rules must lead to

a safety level equivalent to the level to be reached according to the actual regulation.

They will necessary include :

* the type and the nominal activity of the used radioelement

* the existence and the characteristics, if concerned, of a controlled area and of a monitored area

* the rules written by the competent person, to use the sources

* the specific internal rules about health and safety in a controlled area

* the name and the phone number of the competent person for radioprotection

* the name, adress and phone number of the doctor for the workers.

They will be written on posters that will be sticked everywhere it will be considered as necessary
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APPENDIX

DOCUMENTS PREVIOUS TO ANY SOURCES TRANSFER

The decree 86-80 dated 13 January 1986 constrains any people or company whose activity is to

hold for use artificial radioelements and to handle and to transfer sources or equipments

containing sources, to have previously obtained the CIREA's agreement for such activity.

This obligation is extended to importation and exportation of these artificial radioelements (ARE)

When you will have got this agreement, and previously to any provisionning of your source, you

will have to send us a form for «Artificial Radioelements supply» (see hereby copy) that you will

have to fill up with your supplier and that will be signed by an authorized person. You must pay

attention to the paragraph ((Obligation to take the source back» : without this declaration by your

supplier, your request will be cancelled (except for calibrating sources).

A copy of the form, signed by CIREA, will be sent back to you, to inform your supplier that he is

allowed to transfer the source.

These forms will be sent to you with your agreement by the Permanent Secretary's Office.

Previously to the sources renewal (necessity to give back the sources to the supplier at the end of

their use or at the latest within 10 years after first CIREA's visa), you can get new forms, sending

the printed request attached to this file to the Secretary's Office of CIREA.

You can have to transfer to another user, to import or export, either in the European Community,

either with any other country, the sealed sources you own : in that case, you will have to follow a

special procedure and you will have to fill up a special form : you will get the related information

writing to the Secretary's Office of CIREA.
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APPENDIX (continued)

COMMISSION INTERMINISTERIELLE

DES RADIOELEMENTS ARTIFICIELS

BP 90 - 60-68 avenue du general Leclerc

92263 FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES Cedex N°268505

SUPPLY OF ARTIFICIAL RADIOELEMENTS SEALED SOURCES

SOURCE

Radioelement Activity for each source date

Number of sources Whole activity

Reference Manufacturer

Special shape Yes No Sources number delivery date

SUPPLIER

IN CASE OF A TRANSFER, INDICATE

Supplier

Date and number of the first visa

USE

Description Liable person

Location Using code

EQUIPMENT

Brand Type Number Container

Who starts the equipment? CIREA's agreement number

New equipment? Yes No If yes, is it a renewal? Yes No If yes, brand

Type, number, date of purchase of the old equipment

OLD SOURCE
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Radioelement Number Activity (write unit) date N°

Supply request n° Visa n° date of the visa

Sources taken back by

OBLIGATION TO TAKE THE SOURCE BACK

Supplier's style Date Name and visa

Date, name and visa

Good for obligation to take back the sources
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APPENDIX

INTERMINISTERIAL COMMISSION

FOR ARTIFICIAL RADIOELEMENTS

PERMANENT SECRETARY'S OFFICE

SPECIAL LICENSING CONDITIONS FOR SEALED RADIOACTIVE SOURCES

DECIDED BY THE CIREA DURING THE 23 OCTOBER 1989 MEETING

RECOVERY AND FUTURE BEING FOR OUT OF DATE SOURCES

OR NO MORE USED SOURCES

I - Special licensing conditions for holding and using sources

II - Special licensing conditions for sources delivering

III - Special licensing conditions for sources preparation

IV-Date of effect

I - SPECIAL LICENSING FOR HOLDING AND USING SOURCES

According to the actual regulation, every user has to destroy the out-of-date sources according to

public health and environment protection. He has to endorse the associated cost.

The following conditions are consequently applicable to any sealed source user, where-ever the

source comes from;

1 - Necessity to give back the source to the supplier at the end of its use or at the latest within 10

years after first CIREA's visa of the form for supply, except if there is a duly documented

extension of the license.

2 - Necessity, when a form for supply is sent to the Permanent Sectretary's office of the CIREA, to

send also an Obligation to take the source back from the supplier. Any holding of sources by the

user beyond its time limit is, according to article R.5237 of the code for Public Health, an
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excessive use and can lead to the withdrawal of the license, without prejudice to penalties

according to article L.639 of the Code for Public Health.

3 - The user's liability is totally cancelled, according to the present conditions, only after the

Permanent Secretary's Office of the CIREA has received the certificate of retaking delivered by

the supplier.

In case of failure of the supplier, the user must warn the Permanent Secretary's Office of the

CIREA as soon as possible, and it will be given instructions for the source retaking.

All the other existing regulations are still applicable in that case.

II - SPECIAL LICENSING CONDITIONS FOR SOURCES DELIVERING

The following conditions are applicable to any sealed sources supplier, where-ever it comes from :

France or a foreign country.

For any sealed sources, the supplier has to :

1 - Take back, without any condition, and following any request of the user, any source the user

doesn't need any more or being out of date. A source is out of date at the latest 10 years after the

date of visa given by the permanent secretary's Office of the CIREA on the related form for

supply, except if there is a duly documented extension of the license.

The words «without any condition» mean that the supplier has to take the source back following

the user's request, without any possibility to claim for a possible non-payment from the user at this

moment.

The best is that the financial conditions of the retaking, including temporary possible storage and

definitive storage, are considered between the supplier and the purchaser at the time when the

selling of the source is contracted.

2 - Get an agreement with the National Agency for Radioactive Wastes Administration

(ANDRA):

a) Describing the real conditions of the supplier's obligations, according to the present chapter.

b) Justifying a bank guarantee for ANDRA, to allow it to recover the expenses in case of failure of

the supplier.
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This bank guarantee is established according to ANDRA recovery costs, and the evaluation of the

sources owned by the users.

The bank guarantee is directly negociated by the supplier with any bank which is authorized in

France.

3 - Give the user:

a) previously to the source delivery, an obligation to take it back.

b) When it takes the source back, a certificate of retaking.

4 - Send back any recovered source to its manufacturer, except if it can justify the industrial

capacity to fill the manufacturer's obligations.

5 - Update as often as required a list of the stored sources, delivered, taken back from the user, sent

back to the manufacturer (source number and according to, date of retaking, date of sending to the

manufacturer, name and adress of the user, location of the storage area for sources to be delivered

or recovered).

This list must be accessible to Official Controllers (article R.5238 of the Code for Public Health).

III - SPECIAL LICENSING CONDITIONS FOR SOURCES PREPARATION IN FRANCE

For all the sealed sources it has recovered, the manufacturer has to make the following operations,

according to the actual regulation :

1 - Temporary storage waiting for definitive storage of the sources;

2 - Possible reconditionning before storage or before shipment to a definitive storage.

3 - Shipment and definitive storage, at its own expenses, to an appropriate area, according to an

agreement with the National Agency for Radioactive Wastes Administration (ANDRA).

IV - THESE SPECIAL LICENSING CONDITIONS COME INTO EFFECT ON THE 1st OF

MARCH 1990.
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CIREA
Secretariat Permanent de la CIREA
BP90
60-69 Avenue du Gen6ral Leclerc
92263 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex
FAX : 46 54 95 36

ORDER

TO ASK FOR SOME OTHER FORMS IN DUE TIME

Please, will you send me, to the adress mentioned on my license, forms for supply of the above
mentioned artificial radioelements :

Number
* Sealed sources
* Unsealed sources

(1) License n° :

(Place for the label) At Date

(Signature of the license owner)
(or his representative)

(1) License number to be given with any mail
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PRIME MINISTER License number T990422

INTERMINISTRY COMMISSION

FOR ARTIFICIAL RADIOELEMENTS

CIREA - 2nd SECTION

FORM FOR LICENSE REQUEST TO HOLD

AND USE ARTIFICIAL RADIOELEMENTS

excluding human irradiation

I - REASON OF THE REQUEST

New license Increasing of the activity

Renewal Other use

Change of owner Decreasing of the activity

Change of company's style

Change of adress or location

II - APPLICANT (The applicant will be the license owner)

I, undersigned, Mr —(Family name, First name, Occupation) DUPONT Pierre - Department

manager

Company's style (explain) A.M.S. (Analysis and Monitoring Section)

Adress of the plant (where the ARE are used) : N° 6 Street General Delatte

Mail code : 99260 Town : Pomme-la-Normande

Phone

Juridical statute: S.A.
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Economical Field: Food
Number of employees : 120 Number of «A» classified employees : 0

request for a license to hold and use artificial radioeiements (ARE) according to the hereafter
conditions and according to the conditions of the file attached to the present request.

m - PLACE OF USE OF THE RADIOELEMENTS

a) Inside the plant
b) Outside the plant

IV - MAXIMUM ACTIVITIES TO BE HOLD

RADIOTOXICITY ARE SEALED SOURCES UNSEALED SOURCES
(a) and (b) implemented total held quantity (a) (b)

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3 J37Cs 11.Iff
Group 4

(a) To be given in Becquerel (Bq)
(b) Consider also the activities stored, waiting to be used or for retaking
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V - REPRESENTATIVES

I authorize the following persons to sign in my name and under my liability the forms entitled
«form for supply of artificial radioelements» :
Mr — (Family name, First name) MARTIN Joseph

VI - COMPETENT PERSON FOR RADIOPROTECTION

Mr --(Family name, First name), the Competent Person for Radioprotection (CPR) must have
succeeded in an adapted course, with an authorized organisation CLAUDIUS Jean-Claude
Office adress : 6 rue du General Delatte

I certify that the above declarations and the different parts of the request file are right.
I declare, furthermore, that I have read the Code for Public Health (art L631 to L640 and R5230 to
R5238), the regulation concerning the use of ARE, and the texts concerning the workers safety
regarding ionizing radiations.

I bind myself to
1) Respect the special conditions for holding and using that will be notified to me, and also fill the
different necessary forms to get or supply radioelements, in France, with countries of the European
Community or with others countries
2) To give or lend whole or part of the product, free or subjet to payment, only after getting the
necessary autorization from the Interministry Commission for Artificial RadioElements (CIREA),
according to article R5235 of the Code for Public Health;
3) In case of loose or steal of an artificial radioelement or in case of an accident (unexpected event
that can lead to an irradiation or a contamination delivering a dose equivalent higher than the
maximum permissible dose equivalent), to warn the District Prefect where the accident happened,
and also the OPRI (Organisation for Prevention against Ionizing Radiations) :
BP 35 - 78110 LE VEZINET Phone : (1)30 15 52 00 or (1)30 15 52 10 Telex 696257 F
Fax : (1) 39 76 08 96
4) To notify immediatly to the Secretary of the Commission any change of the present request and
also any change of the associated file.

At Pomme-la-Normande , date 01/12/94

The plant head manager The applicant

SYLVESTRE Noel DUPONT Pierre
(Family name, First name, signature) (Family name, First name, signature)

The present request and the file are to be send in two copies to :
Mr Permanent Secretary

CIREA
60-68 AV DE GENERAL LECLERC

92263 FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES CEDEX
PHONE : 16 (1) 46 54 95 31 FAX : 16 (1) 46 54 95 36
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APPENDIX (*)

DETAILS ABOUT THE PARAGRAPH
«MAXIMUM FORSEEN ACTIVITY TO BE HELD»
OF THE LICENSE REQUEST

To give a license to hold and use sealed sources artificial radioelements, the CIREA requests two
informations about «the maximum foreseen activity to be held».

I - THE FIRST ONE IS THE «WHOLE HELD ACTIVITY»

This the activity, classified in radioactivity groups, that a user (e.g. a laboratory) can hold (article
R5235.3 - ordinance 86-80 dated 13 jnuary 1986).
This figure is written on a notification sheet and on the forms for supply of artificial radioelements,
that are transmitted to the suppliers.
They have to respect it for the delivery of each radioelement.
The activity of the stored sources in the premises must be included in the «whole heldactivity »
and declared to the Classified Installations for Environment Protection (CIEP) purpose.

II - THE SECOND IS THE «IMPLEMENTATION»

This is an estimation of the activity used, at one time, by a tester of this laboratory.
This figure changes according to the updating of the procedures and according to the program of
tests, it doesn't foresee the quantity of tests made every day by all the testers.
However, it allows the Permanent Secretary's Office of the CIREA to check and/or to advise, if
necessary, the radioprotection conditions.
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CIREA

SEALED SOURCES
2nd SECTION SUPPLIER

PRIME MINISTER
COMMISSION INTERMINISTERIELLE DES RADIOELEMENTS ARTIFICIELS

CIREA -2eme SECTION
B.P. 90 - 60-68 Avenue du g£ne>al Leclerc
92263 FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES Cedes

Phone: 16(1)46.54.95.31
Fax: 16(1)46.54.95.36
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Dear Sir,

For your job, you are going to use sealed sources as artificial radioelements. According to public
health regulation, you have to request for the license to hold and use Artificial RadioElements
(ARE).

Concerning to radioelements that are not used for medicine or human biology, see article R5235
(ordinance 86-80 dated 13 January 1986). The way to write the license request to get radioactive
sources or equipments that contain radioactive sources is given in the articles R5235-2 and R5235-
3.

A note has been issued by the Permanent Secretaty's Office of the CIREA in charge of your
request, to help you to complete your file ; it indicates the documents to be supplied and reminds
you the main rules.

You will find hereafter the forms describing the procedure you will have to follow according to the
progress of your activity.

Fl - New license
F2 - Renewal of your license
F3 - Change of owner
F4 - Change of the company's style
F5 - Change of adress or location
F6 - Up-dating or modification of the equipments to be sold
F7 - Up-dating of the authorized actions, increasing or decreasing of the held activity
F8 - Cancelling of the license

Read these indications : they will make easier contacts with CIREA, simplify the procedures and
so reduce the instruction schedule.

Some complementary information could be necessary when studying your file.

You will have to respect some special conditions that will be attached to the license. You will also
find their main features that will allow you to present a documented file.

This license will be time limited : you will have to ask for its renewal as early as possible if you
don't want to go against the actual regulation, continuing to use ARE after the time limit.

People from the Permanent Secretary's Office can of course give you good advice and help you
through your request.

Will you please, Dear Sir, receive my best regards.

The Permanent Secretary
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Fl - NEW LICENSE

You have to supply two sets of the following documents with your request:

1 - The form for the license request,

2 - The juridical statute of your company (KBIS extract) and the occupancy conditions of the

rooms,

3 - The relationship with the manufacturer : for each equipment, join the copy of the contract

with the manufacturer (subsidiary company, exclusiveness,...),

4 - The applicant's C.V.,

5 - A copy of the course certificate for the « CompetentPerson for Radioprotection», with

«favourable distinction^ in the industrial field, A option (see appendix 1),

6 - The description of the foreseen operations (see appendix 1),

7 - The list of the radioelements you want to get (see appendix 1),

8 - The copy of the applicable safety instructions in your plant (see appendix 1),

9 - The list of the radioprotection measurement equipments : it must list and give the technical
characteristics of the equipments for exposure monitoring (internal and external) that are used
in the plant and during servicing and maintenance at the user's,

10 - Drawings:
a/ Location drawing of the plant (scale 1/25000): shown on a geographic map,
b/ Overall drawing of the plant (scale 1/2S000): this drawing has to show the location

where the radioelements will be used and stored ; indicate the roads and the purpose of
the neighbouring buildings and areas,

c/ Detained drawings of the rooms where the articial radioelements will be handled,
used and stored (scale 1/100): write the name and the identification number of the
buildings, floors and rooms, show the controlled areas limits on these drawings ;
indicate the kind and the thickness of the walls for storage rooms (every seller of
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radioactive sources, or equipments that contain radioactive sources, must be able to have
a storage on the french territory),

11 - Protection against stealing and fire : describe the means that will be used in your plant
against stealing (alarms, guards,...) and fire (location and type of fire protection systems
shown on drawings),

12 - Quality controls and guarantee :

a/ quality controls : kind and purpose of the quality controls, related to safety, made by the
requiring company and/or by the manufacturer,

b/ type and purpose of the guarantee : type and purpose of the guarantee given by the
requiring company that could make transfers or sell services and especially the kind and
purpose of the services, after transfer, for normal operation conditions of radioactive
sources and also for out-of-work sources or sources which activity has decreased,

13 - The manufacturer's engagement to take back the sources : the supplier must give the
CIREA a copy of the manufacturer's engagement to take back the sources,

14 - A copy of the receipt of the declaration or of the authorization ordinance delivered by the
Prefecture if your plant is submitted to the law for CIEP (Classified Installation for
Environment Protection), or the copy of the creating ordinance if your plant is submitted to the
law for Nuclear Installation (INB),

15 - The technical file for equipments to be sold (see appendix 2).

When you will have the license, in case of storage or handling of artificial radioelements in the
plant, a checking report will be issued by an authorized firm (article 29 of ordinance 86-1103 dated
2 October 1986), and it will be transmitted to the Permanent Secretary's Office of the CIREA.
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F2 - RENEWAL OF YOUR LICENSE

You have to supply two sets of the following documents with your request:

1 - The original form for the license request,

2 - The juridical statute of your firm (KBIS extract) and the occupancy conditions of the

rooms, *

3 - The relationship with the manufacturer : for each equipment, join the copy of the contract

with the manufacturer (subsidiary company, exclusiveness,...), *

4 - The applicant's C.V., *

5 - A copy of the course certificate for the « CompetentPerson for Radioprotection», with

«favourable distinction^ in the industrial field, A option (see appendix 1),*

6 - The description of the foreseen operations (see appendix 1), *

7 - The list of the radioelemeuts you want to get (see appendix 1), *

8 - The copy of the applicable safety instructions in your company (see appendix 1), *9 - The list of the radioprotection measurement equipments : it must list and give the technical

characteristics of the equipments for exposure monitoring (internal and external) that are used

in the plant and during servicing and maintenance at the user's, *
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10 - Drawings

a/ Location drawing of the plant (scale 1/25000) : shown on a geographic map, *

b/ Overall drawing of the site (scale 1/2S0O0): this drawing has to show the location

where the radioelements will be used and stored ; indicate the roads and the purpose of

the neighbouring buildings and areas, *

c/ Detained drawings of the rooms where the articial radioelements will be handled,

used and stored (scale 1/100): write the name and the identification number of the

buildings, floors and rooms, show the controlled areas limits on these drawings ;

indicate the kind and the thickness of the walls for storage rooms (every seller of

radioactive sources, or equipments that contain radioactive sources, must be able to have

a storage on the french territory), *

11 - Protection against stealing and fire : describe the means that will be used in your plant

against stealing (alarms, guards,...) and fire (location and type of fire protection systems

shown on drawings), *

12 - Quality controls and guarantee

a/ quality controls : kind and purpose of the quality controls, related to safety, made by the

requiring company and/or by the manufacturer, *

b/ type and purpose of the guarantee : type and purpose of the guarantee given by the

requiring company that could make transfers or sell services and especially the kind and

purpose of the services, after transfer, for normal operation conditions of radioactive

sources and also for out-of-work sources or sources which activity has decreased, *

13 - The manufacturer's engagement to take back the sources : the supplier must give the

CIREA a copy of the manufacturer's engagement to take back the sources, *
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14 - A copy of the receipt of the declaration or of the authorization ordinance delivered by the

Prefecture if your plant is submitted to the law for CIEP (Classified Installation for

Environment Protection), or the copy of the creating ordinance if your plant is submitted to the

law for Nuclear Installation (INB), *

15 - The technical file for equipments to be sold. *

(*) These documents must be supplied if not already done or in case of modification of the previous file.
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F3 - CHANGE OF OWNER

You have to supply two sets of the following documents with your request:

1 - The form for the license request,

2 - The applicant's C.V..

F4 - CHANGE OF THE COMPANY'S STYLE

You have to supply two sets of the following documents with your request:

1 - The form for the license request,

2 - The juridical statute of your company (KBIS extract) and the occupancy conditions of the

rooms, *

3 - The relationship with the manufacturer : for each equipment, join the copy of the contract

with the manufacturer (subsidiary company, exclusiveness, ...),*

4 - The manufacturer's engagement to take back the sources : the supplier must give the

CIREA a copy of the manufacturer's engagement to take back the sources, *

5 - A copy of the receipt of the declaration or of the authorization ordinance delivered by the

Prefecture if your plant is submitted to the law for CIEP (Classified Installation for Environment

Protection), or the copy of the creating ordinance if your plant is submitted to the law for Nuclear

Installation (INB),

(*) These documents must be supplied if not already done or in case of modification of the previous file.
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F5 - CHANGE OF ADRESS OR LOCATION

F5a - Change of adress (change of street name):

You have to supply two sets of the following document with your request:

- The form for the license request,

F5b - Change of sources locations :

You have to supply two sets of the following documents with your request:

1 - The form for the license request,

2 - The juridical statute of your company (KBIS extract) and the occupancy conditions of the

rooms, *

3 - The description of the foreseen operations (see appendix 1), *

4 - The copy of the applicable safety instructions in your plant (see appendix 1), *

5 - Drawings :

a/ Location drawing of the plant (scale 1/25000): shown on a geographic map,

b/ Overall drawing of the plant (scale 1/25000) : this drawing has to show the location

where the radioelements will be used and stored ; indicate the roads and the purpose of

the neighbouring buildings and areas,

c/ Detained drawings of the rooms where the articial radioelements will be handled,

used and stored (scale 1/100) : write the name and the identification number of the

buildings, floors and rooms, show the controlled areas limits on these drawings ;

indicate the kind and the thickness of the walls for storage rooms (every seller of

radioactive sources, or equipments that contain radioactive sources, must be able to have

a storage on the french territory),

6 - Protection against stealing and fire : describe the means that will be used in your plant

against stealing (alarms, guards,...) and fire (location and type of fire protection systems

shown on drawings),
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7 - A copy of the receipt of the declaration or of the authorization ordinance delivered by the

Prefecture if your plant is submitted to the law for CIEP (Classified Installation for

Environment Protection), or the copy of the creating ordinance if your plant is submitted to the

law for Nuclear Installation (INB).

F6 - UP-TO-DATE OR MODIFICATION OF THE
EQUIPMENTS TO BE SOLD

You have to supply two sets of the following documents with your request:

1 - The form for the license request,

2 - The relationship with the manufacturer: for each equipment, join the copy of the contract

with the manufacturer (subsidiary company, exclusiveness,...), *

3 - The description of the foreseen operations (see appendix 1), *

4 - The list of the radioelements you want to get (see appendix 1), *

5 - The copy of the applicable safety instructions in your company (see appendix 1), *

6 - The list of the radioprotection measurement equipments : it must list and give the technical

characteristics of the equipments for exposure monitoring (internal and external) that are used

in the plant and during servicing and maintenance at the user's (see appendix 1), *

7 - Drawings:

detailled drawings of the rooms where the artificial radioelements will be handled, used

and stored (scale 1/100): write the name and the identification number of the buildings,

floors and rooms, show the controlled areas limits on these drawings; indicate the kind and

the thickness of the walls for storage rooms (every seller of radioactive sources, or equipments

that contains radioactive sources, must be able to have a storage on the french territory), *

8 - Quality controls and guarantee :

a/ quality controls : kind and purpose of the quality controls, related to safety, made by the

requiring company and/or by the manufacturer, *
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b/ type and purpose of the guarantee : type and purpose of the guarantee given by the

requiring company that could make transfers or sell services and especially the kind and

purpose of the services, after transfer, for normal operation conditions of radioactive

sources and also for out-of-work sources or sources which activity has decreased, *

9 - The manufacturer's engagement to take back the sources : the supplier must give the

CIREA a copy of the manufacturer's engagement to take back the sources, *

10 - A copy of the receipt of the declaration or of the authorization ordinance delivered by the

Prefecture if your plant is submitted to the law for CIEP (Classified Installation for

Environment Protection), or the copy of the creating ordinance if your plant is submitted to the

law for Nuclear Installation (INB), *

11 - The technical file for equipments to be sold (see appendix 2).

(*) These documents must be supplied if not already done or in case of modification of the previous file
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F7 - UP-TO-DATE OF THE AUTHORIZED ACTIONS,

INCREASING OR DECREASING OF THE HELD

ACTIVITY

You have to supply two sets of the following documents with your request:

1 • The form for the license request,

2 - The juridical statute of your company (KBIS extract) and the occupancy conditions of the

rooms, *

3 - The relationship with the manufacturer : for each equipment, join the copy of the contract

with the manufacturer (subsidiary company, exclusiveness,...), *

4 - The description of the foreseen operations (see appendix 1), *

5 - The list of the radioelements you want to get (see appendix 1), *

6 - The copy of the applicable safety instructions in your company (see appendix 1), *

7 - The list of the radioprotection measurement equipments : it must list and give the technical

characteristics of the equipments for exposure monitoring (internal and external) that are used

in the plant and during servicing and maintenance at the user's, *

8 - Drawings:

a/ Location drawing of the plant (scale 1/25000): shown on a geographic map, *

b/ Overall drawing of the plant (scale 1/25000): this drawing has to show the location

where the radioelements will be used and stored ; indicate the roads and the purpose of

the neighbouring buildings and areas, *

c/ Detailled drawings of the rooms where the articial radioelements will be handled,

used and stored (scale 1/100) : write the name and the identification number of the

buildings, floors and rooms, show the controlled areas limits on these drawings ;

indicate the kind and the thickness of the walls for storage rooms (every seller of

radioactive sources, or equipments that contain radioactive sources, must be able to have

a storage on the french territory), *
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9 - Protection against stealing and fire : describe the means that will be used in your plant

against stealing (alarms, guards,...) and fire (location and type of fire protection systems

shown on drawings), *

10 - Quality controls and guarantee :

a/ quality controls : kind and purpose of the quality controls, related to safety, made by the

requiring company and/or by the manufacturer, *

b/ type and purpose of the guarantee : type and purpose of the guarantee given by the

requiring company that could make transfers or sell services and especially the kind and

purpose of the services, after transfer, for normal operation conditions of radioactive

sources and also for out-of-work sources or sources which activity has decreased, *

11 - The manufacturer's engagement to take back the sources : the supplier must give the

CIREA a copy of the manufacturer's engagement to take back the sources, *

12 - A copy of the receipt of the declaration or of the authorization ordinance delivered by the

Prefecture if your plant is submitted to the law for CIEP (Classified Installation for

Environment Protection), or the copy of the creating ordinance if your plant is submitted to the

law for Nuclear Installation (INB), *

13 - The technical file for equipments to be sold (see appendix 2). *

(") These documents must be supplied if not already done or in case of modification of the previous file.
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F8 - CANCELLING OF THE LICENSE

«The shut down of the activities of a company that had a license according to article R.S235, as

well as any stop to use artificial radioelements must be notified to the Permanent Secretary's

Office of the Commission that will notify the owner what he has to do for the retaking of the waste

and of the radioactive sources by an authorized firm and according to the regulations related to

public health , environment protection and nuclear safety.» (article R.5237-4 of the Code for

Public Health)
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APPENDIX 1

1. Applicant:

The applicant will be the license owner. He is a specified named physical person, liable for

owning, using, handling and delivering artificial radioelements.

His work in the firm has to comply with this responsability ; his work location allows him to

assume such a responsability.

2. Competent Person for Radioprotection (CPR):

The use of radioactive sources must always be witnessed by a competent person : this person is

designated by the employer, and must have succeeded in a course for radioprotection from an

authorized firm (decree dated 25 november 1987); you can get the list of these authorized firms

from the Permanent Secretary's Office of the CIREA.

A copy of the course certificate and of the certificate to be a CPR will be added to your request.

Under the responsability of the employer, the CPR will have to :

- Analyse the workstations required for the work related to the license, and check that they have

been designed such as the individual and global occupational exposures are as low as reasonable

achievable, under the legal limits (decree n° 86-1103 dated 2 October 1986),

- Check that the means against ionizing radiations are respected, in the plant as well as for outside

works,

- List the occurences for an action plan, create it and be able to start it if necessary,

- Paticipate to the exposed workers safety teaching,

- Participate to the elaboration of the safety instructions, the loading procedures, the unloading

procedures and the handling procedures for sealed sources equipement to be sold.
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3. Foreseen operations:

Please, indicate :

-import,

- export,

- transfer,

- own for distribution,

- handle artificial radioelements and products or equipments that contain these artificial

radioelements, inside or outside the plant (calibration, preparation, change of the sources),

- own for use (use by the supplier and for himself), and if so :

- describe the aim,

- explain how the radioelements will be used,

- indicate the type of the related ARE.

4. List of the radioelements to be owned :

- list the ARE to be supplied (type, activity, manufacturer, catalog reference),

- clearly indicate the equipments which contain ARE (brand, type, container reference),

- list the stored sources.

S. Safety rules (in the plant) :

The actual regulation (especially the article 20 of the ordinance 86-1103 dated 2 October 1986)

constrains the employer to let his employees know the informations related to their safety.

The safety rules will necessary include :

* the type and the nominal activity of the used radioelement

* the existance and the charactenstics, if concerned, of a controlled area and of a monitored area

* the rules written by the competent person, to use the sources

* the specific internal rules about health and safety in a controlled area
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* the name and the phone number of the competent person for radioprotection

* the name, adress and phone number of the doctor for the workers

They will be written on posters that will be sticked everywhere it will be considered as necessary.
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APPENDIX 2

TECHNICAL FILE FOR EQUIPMENTS TO BE SOLD

The informations must be Trench written

A file must be created for every type of equipment to be sold. This file will contain the following

informations :

1. Radioactive source :

- certificate from the supplier certifying the source characteristics, indicating :

- type and activity of the radioactive source,

- manufacturer,

- catalog reference,

- indications to identify the source according to the classification of the NF M 61-002 norm

«Radioactive sealed sources classifications

- manufacturer's engagement to take the sources back.

2. Equipment:

- manufacturer,

- brand, type, reference,

- drawing and complete description of the equipment showing the source location,

- drawing and sketch of the source support, tightening mean of the source on its support,

- fixation of the source support,

- type and operation mode of the safety devices,

- procedure to load the source (who and where ?),

- procedure to change the source (who and where ?)

- safety instructions for the users (see the guide to write it in appendix 3),

- technical manual, user manual,
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- general presentation notice.

3. Expert's report:

- Minutes of radioprotection measurements made by a competent, authorised by the CIREA, firm.

4. Labelling (French written if used in France)

- Copy of the label sticked on the equipment: the picture must be in accordance with NF M 60-

101 standard.

Model for the label:

WARNING !

This equipment contains a radioactive source

Type:

Activity :

Date :

Serial number:

IT IS STRICTLY FORBIDDEN

TO OPEN THE SOURCE CONTAINER
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APPENDIX 3

GUIDE TO WRITE SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

(Ordinance n° 86-80 dated 13 January 1986)

(Ordinance n° 86-1103 dated 2 October 1986)

These instructions may allow the Competent Person for Radioprotection to estimate the risks

related to the use of the equipments in normal conditions and in case of failures or accidents.

They will include:

1. The equipments and the sources characteristics :

Equipments:

brand:

manufacturer's reference :

Sources:

type of radioelement:

activity:

manufacturer:

catalog reference :

classification according to the norm :

if special shape, send a copy of the decree.

2. Recommendations:

They must give informations about the applicable regulations and especially indicate :

- how to applicate the obligations concerning workers protection against ionizing

radiations (Tome n° 1420, official regulatory writings from the Direction of the

Official Bulletin - 26, rue DESAIX - 75727 PARIS CEDEX 15),
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- the obligation to get a license for use issued by the CIREA,

- the designation and the occupation of the Competent Person for Radioprotection,

- the obligation, previously to the first start-up of the sources, of a check by an

authorized firm (the regulation also add some other periodic checks),

- what has to be done in case of no mare use of the source,

- what has to be done in case of loose or steal of these sources.

3. A presentation of the equipment:

3.1. Description of the equipment (written description and drawings).

3.2. All different ways to use the equipment.

3.3. Radioactive source:

-type

- activity

3.4. Safety systems and interlockings :

- how the shutter works

- control panel to see the shutter position

green = shutter is closed

red = the shutter is opened

- pilot lights on the control cabinet.

4. Radioprotection monitoring:

- type and dimensions of the materials for radiological screens,

- equivalent dose in the beam, in case of contact with the outlet window and at several lengths

(shutter opened and shutter closed)

- shape of the beam

- equivalent dose at several locations inside the container, out of the beam, in contact with the

container and at several lengths (0.5 m, 1 m...)

- iso-doses graphs for 7.5 microSv/h and 2.5 microSv/h around the equipment, in normal use

conditions, shutter opened and shutter closed,

- non-contamination check.
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5. Risk estimation :

According to the figures of the following table, indicate to the users that:

- during normal operation, the figures of the table will be respected out of the way of the beam

and out of the boundaries of the controlled areas (monitored area and controlled area),

- practically, the dose equivalent rate of 7.5 microSv/h defines the limit between the controlled

area and the monitored area: this limit is located at... x ... meters from the equipment,

- during abnormal operation (maintenance on the equipment without closure of the shutter),

exposure limits would be reached in ... y ... seconds for people belonging to B group and in ...

z... seconds for people belonging to A group ; this is for an exposure in contact with the outlet

window,

- generally speaking, whatever the conditions in the monitored area are, it is important to

estimate, from the figures of this report, the exposure time to fit with the authorized maximum

dose equivalent according to the regulation.
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PROFESSIONAL OFFICIAL EXTERNAL EXPOSURE THRESHOLDS (in mSv)
AND PERMISSIBLE LEVELS FOR WORKERS CLASSIFICATION

ORGAN

Whole body in depth
Skin
Lens
Hand, forearm, foot, ankle

CLASS A

MAN
Normal

1 year
50

500
150
500

exposure
3 months

30
300
90
300

Exception.
1 year
100

1000
300
1000

exposure
life long

250
2500
750

2500

WOMAN

1 year
50(2)
500
150
500

3 months
12.5 (2)

300
90
300

CLASS
B(l)

1 year
15

150
45
150

LEARNE
R

16718
years old

1 year
15

150
45
150

(1) Figures of this column are not thresholds, juridically speaking, but levels that if supposed overstepped, it leads to review the
limits of the monitored area, or to move the concerned people to class A.
(2) For pregnant women, the abdomen exposure in depth has not to be more than 1/5 of the yearly permissible value, that is to say
lOmSv.
Nota : 1 mSv = 100 mrem.

6. Recommendations for radioprotection :

They must take into account the characteristics of the equipment, the conditions for use in the

plant and the general means for radioprotection and indicate that:

any operation on this equipments requires :

- the agreement of the Competent person For Radioprotection,

- that the shutter is closed.

any operation on the source is forbidden.

Furthermore, only the supplier of the equipment is authorized to do any operation on the

source.

The shutter is to be absolutly locked close when the equipment is stopped and during

transportation.

If any disfonction happens or if there is an accident, warn immediatly the Competent Person for

Radioprotection.

To abandon or to destroy an equipment containing a radioactive source is FORBIDDEN. If it is

no more used, call for the company ...(supplier's name) that will take the source back and will

deliver a certificate of retaking of the source.

Safety instructions must be indicated near the equipment.
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7. Example for safety instructions :

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

This equipment contains a radioactive source which activity is ... Bq.
When the shutter is in the «opened» position there is an important irradiation risk in contact
with the outlet window :

DO NOT PUT YOUR HANDS IN FRONT OF THE BEAM

THE EMISSION HEAD containing the source is sealed
It is represented by the following picture :

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO OPEN IT

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MOVE IT FROM THE EQUIPMENT

Any disfonction or break on the control system must be immediatly notified to the Competent
Person for Radioprotection:

Name: Telephone:

NEVER DO ANYTHING INSIDE THE EQUIPMENT WITHOUT PREVIOUSLY
CHECK THAT THE SHUTTER IS CLOSED

Doctor for the workers: Name: Telephone:
Adress :

WARNING ;
No indication means danger: When a lamp fails, the shutter does not close.
Before any operation, check the shutter position on the back up panel, or with a monitoring
device.
Change immediatly any lamp that has failed.
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INTERMINISTERIAL COMMISSION
FOR ARTIFICIAL RADIOELEMENTS
PERMANENT SECRETARY'S OFFICE

SPECIAL LICENSING CONDITIONS FOR SEALED RADIOACTIVE SOURCES
DECIDED BY THE CIREA DURING THE 23 OCTOBER 1989 MEETING

RECOVERY AND FUTURE BEING FOR OUT OF DATE SOURCES
OR NO MORE USED SOURCES

I - Special licensing conditions for holding and using sources

II - Special licensing conditions for sources delivering

III - Special licensing conditions for sources preparation

IV - Date of effect

I - SPECIAL LICENSING FOR HOLDING AND USING SOURCES

According to the actual regulation, every user has to destroy the out-of-date sources according to

public health and environment protection. He has to endorse the associated cost.

The following conditions are consequently applicable to any sealed source user, where-ever the

source comes from;

1 - Necessity to give back the source to the supplier at the end of its use or at the latest within 10

years after first CIREA's visa of the form for supply, except if there is a duly documented

extension of the license.

2 - Necessity, when a form for supply is sent to the Permanent Sectretary's office of the CIREA, to

send also an Obligation to take the source back from the supplier. Any holding of sources by the

user beyond its time limit is, according to article R.S237 of the code for Public Health, an

excessive use and can lead to the withdrawal of the license, without prejudice to penalties

according to article L.639 of the Code for Public Health.
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3 - The user's liability is totally cancelled, according to the present conditions, only after the

Permanent Secretary's Office of the CIREA has received the certificate of retaking delivered by

the supplier.

In case of failure of the supplier, the user must warn the Permanent Secretary's Office of the

CIREA as soon as possible, and it will be given instructions for the source retaking.

All the other existing regulations are still applicable in that case.

II - SPECIAL LICENSING CONDITIONS FOR SOURCES DELIVERING

The following conditions are applicable to any sealed sources supplier, where-ever it comes from :

France or a foreign country.

For any sealed sources, the supplier has to :

1 - Take back, without any condition, and following any request of the user, any source the user

doesn't need any more or being out of date. A source is out of date at the latest 10 years after the

date of visa given by the permanent secratary's Office of the CIREA on the related form for

supply, except if there is a duly documented extension of the license.

The words «without any condition» mean that the supplier has to take the source back following

the user's request, without any possibility to claim for a possible non-payment from the user at this

moment.

The best is that the financial conditions of the retaking, including temporary possible storage and

definitive storage, are considered between the supplier and the purchaser at the time when the

selling of the source is contracted.

2 - Get an agreement with the National Agency for Radioactive Wastes Administration

(ANDRA):

a) Describing the real conditions of the supplier's obligations, according to the present chapter.

b) Justifying a bank guarantee for ANDRA, to allow it to recover the expenses in case of failure of

the supplier.

This bank guarantee is established according to ANDRA recovery costs, and the evaluation of the

sources owned by the users.

The bank guarantee is directly negociated by the supplier with any bank which is authorized in

France.
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3 - Give the user :

a) previously to the source delivery, an obligation to take it back.

b) When it takes the source back, a certificate of retaking.

4 - Send back any recovered source to its manufacturer, except if it can justify the industrial

capacity to fill the manufacturer's obligations.

5 - Update as often as required a list of the stored sources, delivered, taken back from the user, sent

back to the manufacturer (source number and according to, date of retaking, date of sending to the

manufacturer, name and adress of the user, location of the storage area for sources to be delivered

or recovered).

This list must be accessible to Official Controllers (article R.5238 of the Code for Public Health).

III - SPECIAL LICENSING CONDITIONS FOR SOURCES PREPARATION IN FRANCE

For all the sealed sources it has recovered, the manufacturer has to make the following operations,

according to the actual regulation :

1 - Temporary storage waiting for definitive storage of the sources;

2 - Possible reconditionning before storage or before shipment to a definitive storage.

3 - Shipment and definitive storage, at its own expenses, to an appropriate area, according to an

agreement with the National Agency for Radioactive Wastes Administration (ANDRA).

IV - THESE SPECIAL LICENSING CONDITIONS COME INTO EFFECT ON THE 1st

OF MARCH 1990.
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CLASSIFICATION OF RADIOELEMENTS ACCORDING TO
ACTUAL REGULATION

Main radioelements classified in alphabetic order according to their relative radiotoxicity (decree
n° 86-1103 dated 2 October 1986):

1st group : Very strong radioactivity

2nd group : Strong radioactivity

3rd group : medium radioactivity

4th group : low radioactivity

Classified Installations for Environment Protection (CIEP)

CONVERSION TABLE
The legal unit to measure the activity
is no more the Curie (Ci) but the
Becquerel (Bq)

Nota:
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APPENDIX

CLASSIFICATION OF RADIOELEMENTS ACCORDING TO ACTUAL REGULATION (continued)

* For Classified Installations for Environment Protection (CIEP - law 76-663 dated 19 July 1976-nomenclature 385 quater-Sealed sources)
* For nuclear installation (INB - ordinance 63-1228 dated 11 december 1963 , decree dated 25 January 1967 - article 3)

ACTIVITY
RADIO-
TOXICITY
1st GROUP
2nd GROUP
3rd GROUP
4th GROUP

KIND OF
REGULATION

OUT OF CIREA
AND CIEP
REGULATION

OUT OF CIEP
REGULATION

SUBJET TO DECLARATION
AS CIEP TO THE
PREFECTURE

SUBJET TO AUTHORIZATION
AS CIEP FROM THE
PREFECTURE

SUBJET TO
THE INB
REGULATION

(1) limits out of preparation, import and export

TABLE FOR SPECIAL SHAPED SOURCES (decree dated 1977)

Special shaped sealed sources : a specimen must have succeeded some mechanical strength tests and so it has been declared as «special shaped radioactive
matenal» by the Ministry of Environment.

The plants that use or hold special shaped sealed sources have to be declared if their activity is :
- between 370 Mbq and 0.3 Tbq for ARE of 1st group
- between 3.7 Gbq and 3.7 Tbq for ARE of 2nd and 3rd groups
- between 37 Gbq and 37 Tbq for ARE of 4th group



DOCUMENTS TO BE ESTABLISHED
PREVIOUSLY TO ANY SOURCE TRANSFER

According to the ordinance n° 86-80 dated 13 January 1986, any people wishing to get, import or

export artificial radioelements or products or equipments containing them has to fill a form to be

checked by the Permanent Secretary's Office of the Commission.

Forms for «request for licence to import or export» are to be filled in case of importation or

exportation of artificial radioelements from or to other countries. These requests are forecastings

for the following trimester.

The regulation n° 1493/93 (from EURATOM) is applicable for transfers between countries of the

European Community. The «european» document must be established by the recipient of the

source.

Getting artificial radioelements from french suppliers or from manufacturers inside the french

boarders is submitted to the filling of a «request for license to get».

If a user wants to get a source which activity is higher than the limits according to the decree dated

28 april 1989, he has to send you a form for «sealed sources radioelements supply». Check and

complete this document and then transmit it for visa to the Permanent Secretary's Office of the

CIREA.

When you take back a source, you have to establish a certificate of retaking for the attention of the

user
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